AVAYA L100 SERIES HEADSETS

Communicate .
Collaborate .
Comfort .
Crystal Clear Sound .

AVAYA L100 SERIES HEADSETS
There are two primary reasons why employees prefer to use Avaya
headsets - to improve their audio experience and to increase their
productivity.
Studies suggest that employee productivity can be increased by over
40%, this is because both hands remain free to use a computer, make
notes, handle documents.
In addition, the use of a headset can improve posture and reduce back
pain and fatigue caused by cradling a phone handset on the
shoulder—so that employees will always feel their best when handling
important customer queries.

Maximize Your Business Communications Experience.

The Avaya L129 Headset
An entry-level, monaural headset breakthrough
patented Acoustic Edge™ technology delivering
crystal clear sound

The Avaya L159 Headset
A binaural headset that provides a premium
experience and is designed to support all types of
communications.
The headset consists of a 360-degree boom
microphone and provides a Bluetooth interface for
Bluetooth devices such as a personal smartphone.

Noise Cancellation
Best-in-class microphones that eliminate background noise—now you can focus and be productive
when you are on an important call with your customers or having a meeting with your colleagues.
Safe and Harmless
Avaya’s breakthrough patented AcousticEdge™ technology delivers crystal clear sound and protects
employee hearing by limiting the eﬀects of long-term acoustic exposure. The peak audio energy is
limited to keep total daily exposure below the safety standard limits speciﬁed under Global
Workspace Safety Standards.

HEADSETS MATRIX
L129

L159

Entry-Level

Top-Range

Monaural

Binaural

Adjustable Boom Arm

Yes

Yes (360°)

Flexible Headband

Yes

Yes

Noise Cancellation

Yes

Yes (Dual Active
Microphones)

Bluetooth

No

Yes

Leather

Metal/Leather

Hearing Protection

Yes

Yes

Acoustic Shock Protection

Yes

Yes

Proximity Sensor

No

Yes

Business Segment
Audio

Ear Cushion

Executive
Oﬃce

High Performance For High Demand
Work without limits. Wherever work takes you, stay connected and in control with
devices built to enhance mobility - and productivity.

Front
Desk

Welcome To Greater Eﬃciency

Home
Oﬃce

Remote But Not Removed

Open Oﬃce
Space

Walled
Oﬃce

The front desk is your company’s front door. Equip it with devices that enable
connections and make every impression a great one.

Build a home work environment with devices that let you work as eﬀectively - if not
more - as you can at the oﬃce.

Open Up to New Opportunities
Remove walls - ﬁguratively and literally - with devices that enable productivity and
keep your company connected.

Get Down To Business.
Equip your teams with the right mix of devices to boost collaboration and tackle daily
tasks.

Turn Mobility into Productivity with Avaya Headsets
that enable a seamless virtual work experience.

